You will need:

Cut Here For Contrast Lining

Main Fabric - Cut one 6 ¾"W x 4½"
Contrast Lining Fabric - Cut one 6 ¾"W x 5 ⅜"
1 - ¼" Wide satin ribbon cut to a 7" Length
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Matching Thread

Fold along Solid Line & cut to here for
main fabric.

Embroidery of your choice
No larger than 3"W x 3½"L

Step Three: On the right side of the main fabric
butt each end of the ribbon to the left of your pressed
fold lines. Stitch Across.

Embroidery Placement

Fold Line

Fold Line

Step Two: For both the lining and the main fabric
Mark the center notch. On the main fabric mark the
fold lines along the bottom and the top edge. Fold
each edge to the wrong side along the fold lines &
press.

Ribbon Placement
Use a ¼" Seam Allowance unless otherwise specified.

Step One: Download the free embroidery
and mark the embroidery placement lines
and stitch the appliqué.

Step Four: Position the contrast lining to the main
fabric right sides together and even with the top edge.
Step Six: Unfold the contrast lining and position the
Step Five: Stitch in the ditch between
Stitch Across the top using a ⅜" seam allowance.�
side seams of the lining and the main fabric right sides
the fold lines long the center front.
together forming a tube. Stitch using a ¼" seam
⅜"
allowance.
Press the seam open.

Step Five: Open the lining and the main
fabric and press the seam allowances facing
up. Flip the lining to the back of the main fabric
with right sides together. Bottom edges should be
even . Adjust the top contrast edge to an even ⅜".

On the contrast side of the lining fold
under to the wrong side a ¼" hem .
Unfold the hem for the next step.

Step Seven: Refold the hem of the contrast lining
into its pressed position. Match the center notch of
the main fabric front to the center of the seam right
sides together and stitch across.

Step Eight: Turn the gift
bag to the right side through
the opened lining. Push out
the corners gently with a point
turner. Press.
Align the folded edges of the
lining together and stitch across.
Tuck the lining into the bag
adjusting the contrast edge and
press. Your done.
Enjoy!

